
322315(22) 

B.e. (3rd  semester) 

Examination,nov-dec,2010 

Branch- information technolgy 

Problem solving and logic building using c 

Time allowed: three hours 

Maximum marks : 80 

Minimum marks : 28 

Note   (i) part(a) of each unit is complusary 

            (ii) attempt any two parts from (b)(c)and (d) 

Q.1. (a)give difference between short and long signed integer.  2 

 (b)write the basic structure of c programing and draw the flow chart to find roots of quardratic  

                     Equaction .  7 

 (c)list escape sequences in c .also wite a program to  input radious and find area and   

                    Circumference of circle .   7 

 (d)describe the history of c . Also write the futures and characteristics of c. 7 

 

Q.2. (a)what is ternary oprator ? Give example.  2 

 (b)write a program to display list of the  all prime number between  range 2-500. 7 

 (c)example various jump ststment available in c with the help of proper eamples. 7 

 (d)write a program to input any character and to chec whether entered character is lower   

                     Case  letter/upper case latter /digit  blank /spacial symbol.  7 

 

Q.3. (a)how will you initialize 2-dimensional array?  2 

 (b)wite a program to input an integer array and sort it in descending order.  7 

 (c)write a program to input array of string and interchange first and last element of it .7 

 (d)write a progra, to input a string and whether it is palindrome of not (do  not use string library   

                     Function).  7 



 

Q.4. (a)what is function prototype ? 2 

(b)what is recursion ? Explain it with th ehelp of example. 7 

(c)what are the two methods used to pass the arguments to function ? Explain with suitable   

      Program.  7 

(d)describe structure within structure .  7 

 

Q.5. (a)what is pointer to pointer? 2 

 (b)explain with proper syntex and example:  7 

 (i)array of pointer 

 (ii)pointer to structure. 

 (c)list any three function used for input/output in file handling .explain them by  giveng proper  

                   Syntax and example.  7 

 (d)write a program to illustrate write and reading record to/form a file using  fprintf () and  

        Fscanf).  7 

 

 

 

 


